New wave of voters determines what issues matter most

F

five days and counting remain until the final ballots are cast and the roller-coaster ride of the 2012 American campaign is sponsored by residence life this semester after bringing several things," he said, explaining his reason for running.

The city should make better use of the University, he added. The students present a unique opportunity, both during their college years and when they are looking for a place to settle down.

"Browns are not only...." students, he said.

"Silicon Spring's" board is similar to a city council, Jones said. But the district also has the city administrator, who holds the unemployment power in the town. The mayor elected by the citizens can vote measures passed by the board, but apart from that his role is more ceremonial.

Jones' opponent is the current holder of the position, Ken Wiles. He has served on the board for eight years. In his first election, he ran against two opponents. Four years ago, he ran unopposed.

Wiles promised to hold successes such as the selling of the hospital, building the new high school, and the involvement of an additional 50 million in infrastructure, he said.

Wiles said he is seeking reelection because he feels that there is "still much to do."

"We are just getting started, just getting momentum going," he said. "I still enjoy serving on the board. It's a thrill to see what we've accomplished, and it's still far for us."

Wiles does plan to comment on specific plans he has for the city if he were to be reelected, since some of those ideas are currently in the talking stages with the board. He said that his experience and knowing how things work to run the board is his main selling point.

"I have a genuine passion for making and keeping Silicon Springs the great place it is," Wiles said. "That is what compels me to run again."

Jones said his family is "in general ok with it." His wife, Tonya, grew up with him serving on the city council. His daughter, Jed, currently works in the restaurant and is also supportive.
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**Event encourages expression of free speech**

**JONES continued**

Students can also discuss and ask questions regarding voting during today’s panel-style chat about voting based on your faith. 

**JONES continued**

**Jon Skinner**

**Sports Editor**

**As part of World Awareness week, American studies professor James Proctor displayed at the John Brown University, University Full Museum Fair in Walker Student Center Nov. 6-8.**

"There were a lot of organizational issues this year, but some are year-round which primarily deal with children across the country, 
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my own political stance." 

Matthew Vaught said, "What it means addressing social issues in a new book is the history of the Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP). Research on social issues was politically more liberal than the now." 

Regardless of students' self identifies as liberal or conservative, 

"We're slowly making it out of the recession, but a good economy helps everyone from the top all the way down to the bottom," he said. 

Finally, on Friday, students 
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Franklyn is a leader and mentor in the political reality. 
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Lack of student participation postpones SAC events

Laura Roller
Copy Editor
rollerl@jbu.edu

The quad of John Brown University temporarily turned into a Quidditch pitch Monday night. Students in the Harry Potter class, taught by Trace Balzer, director of Christian Formation, decided to hold several matches of the game J. K. Rowling created for her popular series.

The storm turned dangerous, however, and the game held at the end of the set. While freshman Megan Higerd chased the snitch toward J Alvin as the student seeker, she lost her footing and fell, rolling over herself and injuring her shoulder.

"I hate canceling events, but sometimes we have to," said Keller. "Each semester, events move and change. We try hard not to cancel, but it happens." Keller explained how carefully the departments on campus strive not to create conflicting schedules for students. While scheduling conflicts inevitably happen, the said, "We are trying to be collaborative with groups on campus to see what we are doing.

Other events were rescheduled as well. Harms mentioned the Feminine Flying, which was originally supposed to be at the very beginning of the semester. His team chose to delay the event a few weeks to allow wind to get eat better, and had "a huge turnout that packed out the J Alvin atrium" as a result of their decision. Sometimes events change in popularity. "We take chances on my events. Some are more highly anticipated than others, and that can change from year to year," said Keller. "When I was a student, people put a lot of effort into MICE and "Witch activities. It was kind of big deal.

In contrast, when SAC brought the event back last year, only about six groups and students participated by submitting videos of their acts. Other events have had a much larger attendance than expected. Some movie nights last year had a mere 30 or so students show up. When Vibe sponsored the showing of "Blame Like Jazz," last Thursday, the Berry Performance Arts Center was nearly filled. The SAC directors gave several recommendations for students who do not want to see their favorite events cancelled or rescheduled:

• Get involved by helping plan and volunteering at events.
• Tell your friends about events you are excited about.
• Give suggestions of ways to attract and plan better in the future.
• Remember, these are your fellow students who are pouring their hearts and souls into planning these events.

O’Dell said, “Students, especially upperclassmen, should not check out of events. I want to encourage them to appreciate the opportunities still available. Don’t stop them of proactive and protective attention.”

EDITORIAL
Elevator Carey Managing Editor careyc@jbu.edu

The Threefold Advocate

Our policy..."You’re a Good Man"

Joey Potter has just learned that he will be acting in the hit movie "You’re a Good Man." Joey, a student at JBU and a member of the Gateway Griffins, has always dreamed of being a star, but now he faces a difficult decision. Should he accept the role of Joey Potter, a character that is not very different from his own, or should he turn down the offer and continue with his normal life at JBU?

As Joey grapples with this decision, he realizes that being a star is not as easy as it seems. He must work hard to deliver a convincing performance, and he also faces the pressure of living up to the expectations of his fans. Joey is determined to give his best performance, but he knows that this will not be easy.

Joey’s friends and family are also struggling with their own decisions. His roommate, a fellow student actor, is excited about the opportunity, but he is worried about the potential negative impact on his personal life. Joey’s parents are proud of their son, but they are concerned about his decision to pursue a career in acting.

In the end, Joey decides to take the role of Joey Potter. He knows that it will be challenging, but he is ready to face the challenges head-on. He hopes that his performance will be as good as he wants it to be, and he is grateful for the opportunity to pursue his passion.
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Copy Editor rollerl@jbu.edu

Two events scheduled for the last week of October have been postponed and are tentatively rescheduled for the spring semester.

Bouldering, an event sponsored by Elevare, was officially cancelled Oct. 19, after only a handful of people bought tickets.

Katie O’Dell, director of Elevare, said, “I hated calling it off. That is the sickest feeling is to want to happen, and it didn’t happen. I felt like I failed, even though it wasn’t outside of my control.”

Meanwhile, Vibe planned to put on a Mardi Gras Date Dinner event Friday, Oct. 26.

Austin Harris, Vibe director, said while his team was in the planning stages of the event, "I wanted to see it happen, and I thought we were doing a pretty good job."

However, in an extra game held at the end of the set. While freshman Megan Higerd chased the snitch toward J Alvin as the student seeker, she lost her footing and fell, rolling over herself and injuring her shoulder.

"I hate canceling events, but sometimes we have to," said Keller. "Each semester, events move and change. We try hard not to cancel, but it happens." Keller explained how carefully the departments on campus strive not to create conflicting schedules for students. While scheduling conflicts inevitably happen, the said, "We are trying to be collaborative with groups on campus to see what we are doing.

Other events were rescheduled as well. Harms mentioned the Feminine Flying, which was originally supposed to be at the very beginning of the semester. His team chose to delay the event a few weeks to allow wind to get eat better, and had "a huge turnout that packed out the J Alvin atrium" as a result of their decision. Sometimes events change in popularity. "We take chances on my events. Some are more highly anticipated than others, and that can change from year to year," said Keller. "When I was a student, people put a lot of effort into MICE and "Witch activities. It was kind of big deal.

In contrast, when SAC brought the event back last year, only about six groups and students participated by submitting videos of their acts. Other events have had a much larger attendance than expected. Some movie nights last year had a mere 30 or so students show up. When Vibe sponsored the showing of "Blame Like Jazz," last Thursday, the Berry Performance Arts Center was nearly filled. The SAC directors gave several recommendations for students who do not want to see their favorite events cancelled or rescheduled:

• Get involved by helping plan and volunteering at events.
• Tell your friends about events you are excited about.
• Give suggestions of ways to attract and plan better in the future.
• Remember, these are your fellow students who are pouring their hearts and souls into planning these events.

O’Dell said, “Students, especially upperclassmen, should not check out of events. I want to encourage them to appreciate the opportunities still available. Don’t stop them of proactive and protective attention.”

Out of the Blue

Star Wars VII coming soon

HorrorOct. 30

Disney purchased Lucasfilm on Tuesday for $4.05 billion. This includes Lucas’ copyrights to George Lucas’ movie franchises, such as Star Wars and Indiana Jones and Star Wars.

Immediately following the transaction, Disney announced it will release Star Wars VII in 2015, with more sequels likely to follow.

Sandy devastates East Coast

HurricaneOct. 30

The East Coast without power or mass transit. At least 40 people are dead in the U.S., with 400 killed in the Caribbean.

New York was one of the worst hit places, and roughly 8.2 million people were without power.

In the Bubble

“You’re a Good Man”

The full musical production, “You’re a Good Man,” Charlie Brown,” will premiere on Nov. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the Cafeteria on Tuesday. Students are encouraged to follow.

Sally Harms will offer a second performance of the show at a matinee showing at 3 p.m. on Nov. 3. Tickets are available for students and $14 for adults.

For more information, contact Judy Harms at harmsj@jbu.edu.

Toilet Paper Game

The famous and annual toilet paper game will be held at 7 p.m. on Nov. 7. The Eagles will play Hillsdale.
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The Threefold Advocate believes there are at least three big issues than anyone else, it is important for voters to continue believing. Here is the list of questions to which we wish to make, we should be informed about the issues.

Since the population plays a role in the election of candidates, many people have questions which may remain unanswered. Unfortunately, the population plays a role in the election of candidates; their leader is deeply affected by the choices they make, we should be informed about the issues. We at the Threefold Advocate are also interested in some of the candidates’ views on what their role in the global community. Here is the list of questions to which we wish to make, we should be informed about the issues.

What is your vision for our country? What counts as progress? Because I am graduating from college during the next two or three terms, these factors cannot wait to be addressed by a future generation; the debt will become harder to pay back when, not if, our credit rating falls below the poverty line is also steadily rising. These factors cannot wait to be addressed by a future generation. If we are not able to solve these issues in the next two or three terms, these factors cannot wait to be addressed by a future generation.
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Looking into views on both sides of the election

Sara Stall

President Barack Obama

The room silence, the loquacious hộ isomene. He let the breeze fill my ears with the promise of, I guess, the future. I knew who I wanted as my inner partner since I was listed to my father’s stories in grade school. So why did I agree with my nation need change.

Obama’s plan has been on this road the past four years and we always would have time to enact to make more positive changes to America. 

Obama, your years pour into my eyes like the sweet honey of Arkansas, making me believe that our nation can be surely led under your capable hand. Obama’s women’s rights and nationwide health care tag in my empathetic nature, which Obama’s hands has so plainly business.

Contrary to popular belief, the economy is not in any way confused to the kitchen or the consuming public. Perhaps, of women were truly equal—Obama’s line country would not be feuding over petty political alliances and stepping on each other’s toes. The, UN would have a might and run our marathons, coming together over common ground. Observing Taron’s or discussing how to overcome the obvious money-ridden issue of snuggling a boyfriend or girlfriend, I would imagine the love of the emergency rooms. I know I sure have. In

Governor Mitt Romney

I want to talk to you about two things. I have been challenging me with both. The first thing is why do you want to know a little more about me? I have any number of interesting theologies. I don’t have any pursuit of God, I am not talking about my subject other than my Belief is action, not just a fact of faith.

At BIU, I am human just like you; I have been wrong about many things in my life, and undoubtedly my imperfection will reveal itself in the future. Knowing that I am imperfect, I do not think the “believe” or “say” be very accurate. Rather, it is at prayer and saying that God will help us all understand the meaning of the word. Of course, God and me will have our ways. I am still trying to remember, remembering, summarizing Good News, and critical Christian beliefs, and it is not something. As Christians who believe in Jesus, you and I, we are not going to believe that Jesus’ words are truths and that God cannot lie.

John 3:5 states, “God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life!” (NIV). This belief is clearly a factual belief that Jesus is the Son of God and came and died to on the cross to save sinners so they will not perish, but have eternal life. Why did I make that such a like a biblical statement that I believe in “Jesus’ own words.”

Well, I would argue that the fact that this conviction lies in the meaning of the word “believe” in the end. I do believe that “believing” is a choice. It refers to believing as an evidential act of some kind.

Romney’s track sheet is spectacular, because in case you have not heard, he is the son of Massachusetts. He has made a lot of progress for the state as a whole. In Romney’s, it is hard to hand-hallishly save the residents of Massachusetts from egregious healthcare and other healthcare and better education. 

His early run against Obama was a lot of talk about foreign entanglements. On concerning what Romney can add to the touch of class, considering is so important to his campaign. He is the one looking for the American with his fancy dinners, large house, and selective picks.

On the topic of women, Romney is an interesting orator. I do not understand why a majority of American women hate him. So seriously, selling a woman a product that makes us want to love if the emergency rooms. I know I sure have. In

“this election is not a choice between Obama and Romney. It is a choice between easy-to-hear promises and hard-to-hear solutions.

Obama won in 2008 on promise alone. He was young, unproven, unequipped, and inexperienced. He was a state representative who won a senate seat. He then spent most of his time as a senator running for president. His experience actually helped him win in an election where voters were so confused that he changed his position on a candidate they saw as his insider. He then continued running a campaign that was lowering.

Coming into the election, Illinois, which is politically dominated by Republicans, has had this state in office with supermajorities in both chambers for the past 40 years and has been unable to do much of anything for the past 10 years. Republican leaders had a hard time mobilizing their base. Romney predicted that he would win this election. He did win the presidential primaries for two first years of presidency's

So don’t assume anything I don’t know. I am going to see how John 3:16 could be used to bring the gospel closer to the world. It is hard work and isn’t easy to hear. Finding the right balance for all candidates. It is about this generation of America. I am freedom is at the risk of being uncomfortable and confusing foreign entanglements.

Looking into views on both sides of the election

Jon Skinner

This election, the back story to the election, might be more different. Not necessarily in its policies, which the third debate showed they have a few areas of disagreement, but instead what they represent for voters and a generation.
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On the topic of women, Romney is an interesting orator. I do not understand why a majority of American women hate him. So seriously, selling a woman a product that makes us want to love if the emergency rooms. I know I sure have. In

“this election is not a choice between Obama and Romney. It is a choice between easy-to-hear promises and hard-to-hear solutions.

Obama won in 2008 on promise alone. He was young, unproven, unequipped, and inexperienced. He was a state representative who won a senate seat. He then spent most of his time as a senator running for president. His experience actually helped him win in an election where voters were so confused that he changed his position on a candidate they saw as his insider. He then continued running a campaign that was lowering.
We came in late,” Roche said. “My wife took a seat by a JBU faculty and sat in the last seat chair in the corner. By the end of the evening they had planned the entire course. Elizabeth had volunteered herself as coordinator and literature professor—and we would teach economics—they didn’t want them to have to pay for the classes. The Stevensons were impressed with his energy early in the year with Elizabeth Roche and subsequently with Paddy. His past career as economics professor, including four published books, and current involvement in public debates of politics, made him a great fit for the job. So Roche embarked on two work courses at once, adjacent from the Riverfront; he became a Member of Parliament in Northern Ireland, a parliament as the Belfast Agreement, which brought an end to the 30-year conflict between Nationalists and Unionists.

Irishman's story intertwines politics and education

Shelby DeLaY
Opinion Editor
alp@jbu.edu

While students from 39 countries visit John Brown University every semester, those allowed to vote in the upcoming election are naturally limited to citizens of the United States. The lack of ability to actively participate does not prevent the international students from holding opinions about the political environment of their host country. Additionally, the 30 percent of the campus population who are missionary kids also have unique views of the American elections.

For senior Misha Kolemasou, the United States seems like a country where freedom of people is the most important thing. “We Russians say that we are free in our country, but we can do so little,” Kolemasou said. “We cannot speak negatively about our politicians, especially about Putin. In the United States, you can say what you think about your president.” Although Ethel Ilias, a senior, said politics in the United States are structured differently than in Honduras.

“We Russian people say that we can do so little,” Kolemasou added. “And then a year later all prisoners, they were set free for their arsenal for peace. I also argued that terrorist groups must decommission. As for the debates, I got involved in the moral debates in bringing a name to their arsenal for peace. I also argued that terrorist groups must decommission. As for the debates, I got involved in the moral debates in bringing a name to their arsenal for peace.”

And I argued that we couldn’t, and I argued that terrorist groups must decommission. As for the debates, I got involved in the moral debates in bringing a name to their arsenal for peace. I also argued that terrorist groups must decommission. As for the debates, I got involved in the moral debates in bringing a name to their arsenal for peace.

The Threefold Advocate

“Everyone says whatever we want to do, and then we have to be in the 30 percent to vote and it’s mandatory. You literally get fined if you don’t vote.”

Kolemasou said airing the debates on TV is helpful and shows more aspects of what the candidates really stand for. “This did not happen in Russia for the current president, so I think people should be able to see their candidates in the air.”

Political involvement in Russia can potentially take them out of power, Kolemasou said. “The process is really wise to eliminate it. To a certain extent, it needs to be reformed.”

“I think the election process is effective in that if we have elections, we can potentially take them out of power,” Palm said. “The idea works so long as the government or the merits of the political debate doesn’t.”

Paddy Rocha, a professor in the University’s Irish Studies Program, addresses students on the main campus on Oct. 22. A former Member of Parliament in Northern Ireland, Roche discussed the European economic crisis.

Hello JBU! My name is Charlie and I’m the General News Editor.

“We were in late,” Roche said. “My wife took a seat by a JBU faculty and sat in the last seat chair in the corner. By the end of the evening they had planned the entire course. Elizabeth had volunteered herself as coordinator and literature professor—and we would teach economics—they didn’t want them to have to pay for the classes. The Stevensons were impressed with his energy early in the year with Elizabeth Roche and subsequently with Paddy. His past career as economics professor, including four published books, and current involvement in public debates of politics, made him a great fit for the job. So Roche embarked on two work courses at once, adjacent from the Riverfront; he became a Member of Parliament in Northern Ireland, a parliament as the Belfast Agreement, which brought an end to the 30-year conflict between Nationalists and Unionists.
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When the curtain opened, I was sucked into the world of Charles Schultz, the creator of Peanuts. The bright yellow sun was high in the sky over the cartoon trees. Snoopy’s red dress and alphabet block-furniture. The scene brought to mind the message and visceral impact that it presented. It is a story about a God who loves you, and wants you to know him, even if it’s synthetic. The cast of the University’s fall musical practice in costume the week before opening night. Performances of the musical run Nov. 2-4 and Nov. 9-10. Buy tickets online at: www.jhu.edu/tickets

When did the protagonist’s father (the father of the protagonist, that is) say in the film, “Go somewhere and get your mind fixed”? Don travels to the most godless college in the United States and is faced with questions that the film, “Blue Like Jazz,” is about stepping outside of what you have been taught about Christianity for your whole life and working out your own salvation. Like Don’s father (the father of the protagonist, that is) said in the film, “Go somewhere and get your mind fixed.” Don’t pester Linus as much anymore. He meets a “guru” on campus and is easily persuaded. Although she doesn’t hand you the script, they don’t hand you the script. Schroeder is sure to enchant the audience. Nelly’s Lucy has seen only Snoopy can match, making anyone believe she is capable of achieving her dream of becoming queen. Thankfully, the University’s counseling department is not as condescending as Lucy’s “Smart” psychiatrist. These two women do the character justice. Sophomore Olivia Rollem’s portrayal of Sally will leave everyone wanting to jump up on stage and claw rabbles with her and Snoopy. Her argument for a higher grade makes me wish our professors were so easily persuaded. Although she doesn’t present Linus as much as in the comics, Sally has the independent attitude to make any older brother obsolete. (Slyly, Charlie Brown.) Overall, the experience was pleasurable and a wonderful break from the monotony of homework.
Media ramps up for TP game

Rogers State looms in first round

Abby Fenema
Staff Writer
fenema@jbu.edu

Last year, the John Brown University’s director of athletics, Tim Johnson, was preparing for the Toilet Paper game. He was celebrating the success of last year’s TP game. “It was a really strong time in all areas of communication,” said John Brown University’s director of communications. “You don’t have to be a major or faculty to be involved in the communication aspect.”

For students interested in communication and film, Golden Eagle Productions is always looking for more participants. “You don’t have to be a major to be a part of this,” Smith said. For more information on getting involved, contact Darren Gould.

The Lady Eagles are going to pick up their greatest rival one last time.

“Things will probably get a bit contentious,” Jon Skinner, an anonymous contributor. John Brown will go on the road in the annual event of the Sooner Athletic Conference Tournament.

They will face longtime rival Rogers State on Friday. The last time before RSU leaves for the NCAA Division II next season.

The Lady Eagles will look to average a 2-0 loss to the Lady Hillcats. On Oct. 12, “We had our worst possession game of the year,” said head coach Scott Marksberry. “They make possession difficult because they have such high pressure.”

In that game, the Eagles surrendered two goals to freshman midfielder Raquel Chavez in the 31st minute and the Lady Hillcats added. “It’s a really strong time in all areas of communication,” Jon Skinner, an anonymous contributor said.

For more information on getting involved, contact Darren Gould.

Marksberry said, “We know we can play with them. I expect us to get a win and be playing next Monday.”

JBU will face Rogers State on the road Friday at 7 p.m. as the first round of the SAC Tournament.

Freshman goalkeeper Kristen Morency leaps for the save in a 3-0 loss to conference rival one last time.

The loss to RSU was the Lady Eagles’ only conference road loss of the season.
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Men enter playoffs with win

Jon Skinner
Sports Editor
jskinnerjj@jbu.edu

Sunday Nov 2

The Lady Eagles jumped from the bottom of the Sooner Athletic Conference to 11th on Nov 18 thanks to a 2-0 win over No. 16 Oklahoma Baptist after losing to No. 9 Lubbock Christian on Sept 11 (2-0). The win brought the Lady Eagles onto conference record of 6-8-3. That means after a 2-1-2 conference record, the Lady Eagles were ranked 21st in the SAC conference.

Defensively, the Lady Eagles were anchored by conference defensive player of the week senior Logan Hellinghausen. "Logan is sharp defensively," said freshman defender Andre Sandiford-White. "He brings game."

"We decided to come together and play together unselfishly," said senior midfielder Andre Sandiford-White. "We have to be effective."

"We're not going to see anything that's going to surprise us," said defender David Castagne. "If we can keep the ball and take control early,"

"We need to make sure to pass and cut early," said Castagne. "We need to make sure to pass and cut early."
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"We’re not going to see anything that’s going to surprise us,” said Miglarese. “Right now we don’t have to be petty, we have to be effective.”

"The Eagles will open tournament play at Mid-America Christian on Saturday. Nov 3.
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Pro-choice; signed a health care law that requires women with work-sponsored health plans to have access to the morning-after pill

Wants to cut deficit by $4 million over the next 10 years--significantly through taxes on the wealthy

Approved waivers liberating states from some of the requirements of No Child Left Behind

Invested heavily in green energy and achieved regulations on gases blamed for global warming, although he failed to persuade Congress to pass promised limits on carbon emissions

As president, has not sought tighter gun control laws, though previously backed stronger control

Put into practice new expectations, nicknamed “Obamacare,” under which almost everyone is required to have, and have access to, health insurance

Still committed to system overhaul; issued directive that children of illegal immigrants be allowed to stay and given work permits if they apply

Ended Iraq War and refocused troops on Afghanistan; would only send troops to Iran as last resort; and seeks diplomatic approach to Syria

In favor of legalizing same-sex marriage; oversees the repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell military policy

Pro-life, previously pro-choice; views this as a state issue and would end federal aid to Planned Parenthood

His goal is to have the federal budget balanced by 2020, slashing $500 billion per year by 2016. But he would also increase military spending and cut taxes

Believes that federal government should have less control over education and agrees with the results of No Child Left Behind

Insists that causes of climate change are still unknown and that green energy is not yet a practical resource; against policy that limits emissions

Opposes stricter gun laws, but would like to see current laws more strictly enforced

Promises to repeal recent overhaul; continuing to protect people with pre-existing conditions

Would uphold Obama work permits, but does not favor educational benefits for illegal immigrants; favors Mexico-U.S. border fence

Supports plan to be out of Afghanistan by 2014; more willing to use military force against Iran and to aid Syrian opposition

Does not support legalization of same-sex marriage and opposes civil unions, though believes that states should decide rights and benefits of unions
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